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The purpose of URMPM activities is development of global risk reduction, together with all
scientists around the world, because of rapid increase in natural disasters and biological
environment risk such as bird influenza due to population growth, which has extended the
residence with few safety development, and of food risk, medical accident and risky man-made
environment due to rapid socio-economical globalization.
The basic risk reduction factors can be identified as technology, information, policy, economics
and human network, etc.

A rich class has already developed the knowledge and skill, and can

develop more. For an example, Japan can be identified as one of those countries, as this country has
a lot of experiences in earthquake, tsunami, typhoon, volcano, flood due to narrow and rapid rivers
with many mountains in a small land, and environmental pollutions by high industrialization.
Japan is still developing crisis management system for megacity crushes by earthquake. Thus, we
asked Japan to transfer their risk reduction technologies to the world.
A lot of scientists and experts in many Japanese sectors agreed to hold the international
conference of global transfer of safety and health technology.

We also asked several European

countries with high-advanced technologies to joint us, as it is clear that those countries’
technologies have very high values to improve crisis management toward the world safety and
health.
This international scientific conference on November 1-2, 2005 is mainly organized by our
respected members at ‘International Center of Urban Safety Engineering’, the Institute of
Industrial Science, the University of Tokyo.

You can find a lot of high advanced technologies there,

and the bulletin of the conference has been available as follows.
http://www.urmpm.org/1Safetech/bulletin.pdf
The conference also contains the topics of new development in HIV vaccine to AIDZ and clinical
risk management of hepatitis viruses, as virus risk management is one of urgent topics in the
current world.

The conference will discuss new crisis management system adjusted with financial

and economic issues, too.
We are sure that this technological conference will be helpful for you.
conference and discuss together, to promote safety and health development.

Let’s joint in this

